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 HONOR, LAW, AND IDENTITY: THE TROUBLED
 NATURE OF ANTEBELLUM SLAVE TRIALS

 IN THE DEEP SOUTH

 Sally E. Hadden

 Ariela J. Gross. Double Character: Slavery and Mastery in the Antebellum
 Southern Courtroom. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000. xi + 263 pp.
 Tables, illustrations, methodological appendix, bibliography, and index. $39.50.

 In Double Character, Ariela Gross takes the reader upon a fascinating journey
 inside slave trials of the antebellum Deep South. The trials that interest her
 most are civil suits, primarily those about slave warranties and slave sales
 gone wrong, with buyer and seller going to court in order to sort out the
 monetary damages. Since civil suits outnumbered criminal suits by roughly
 four to one, her book is another welcome corrective to numerous earlier legal
 histories that portray criminal trials as the routine centerpiece of legal
 experience. Gross tries to provide an intellectual road map to explain how
 participants in these trials, whether they were masters, slaves, or medical
 experts, conceptualized their roles and attempted to shape the outcomes of
 trials in various ways. While whites might act to limit the moral agency of
 slaves, the inspection of slave bodies and the inclusion of their testimony
 (largely through third parties who could speak in courts where slaves could
 not) ultimately implicated slaves in the creation of these interpretative
 schema. The double character of which she writes exists on multiple levels:
 the doubleness of slaves, legally, as persons and property; the duplicity that
 slaves might employ in crafting their experiences both at the time of being
 sold and then being interviewed by masters, doctors, or others for indirect
 trial testimony; and the interwoven nature of both white and black character
 placed upon trial in warranty cases, where the dishonor of slaves necessarily
 substantiated the honor of whites who owned or supervised them.

 In this detailed study of several hundred cases from across the Deep South,
 Gross weaves an intricate tale, and, unusually for some historians, her
 methodology is fully articulated (pp. 6, 159-61) on both the statistical and
 historiographical planes. This is a book written in the social history or "law
 and society" tradition of close statistical analysis at the trial level, but Gross's
 work is also informed by recent works on slavery and ideology,' Critical Legal
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 Studies2, and legal anthropology3, as well as studies of law and culture that
 describe "trials as performances with a constitutive role in culture" (p.170n14),
 such as those written by James Clifford and Richard Wightman Fox.4 A
 further influence (though perhaps less obvious in the footnotes than in the
 general tenor of her argument) is the work of Critical Race theorists like
 Patricia Williams (mentioned in the acknowledgments and p.96), who have
 urged scholars to focus upon the centrality of race as a social and legal
 construction in American history while criticizing those who emphasize class
 and economic structures in analyzing the law of our shared past.5 Gross
 knows the most recent literature in these areas and has applied that which
 proved useful in an eclectic fashion to the different parts of her text.
 Gross's eclecticism first becomes apparent when considering how her book

 is organized. She created multiple databases to support her scholarship on
 this topic, yet the book does not feel like a numbers-driven social history in
 terms of charts, graphs, and percentages. Gathered from 117 trial cases in
 Adams County, Mississippi, and from more than 500 appellate trials in South
 Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana, the information
 Gross compiled includes an impressive range of data on trial participants as
 well as case outcomes. Yet the numbers never swamp the narrative: the
 statistics are buried in eleven tables at the end of the book (as well as a
 website: www.usc.edu/dept/law-lib/agross/). Rather, Gross selectively draws
 upon her statistical evidence to inform the narrative and argument without
 letting raw data take over the structure of her book. Upon that statistical
 foundation Gross erects a scaffolding that intellectual and cultural historians
 will appreciate, as she particularly privileges the importance of ideas, cultural
 transmission, and the performance of identities throughout her text. The
 numerical proof is beneath the surface of Double Character, giving her ideas the
 legitimacy and weight of repeated experiences, rather than the feel of
 anecdote and random selection--one of the principal critiques usually di-
 rected at intellectual and cultural history by social historians. What will make
 this book even more interesting for social, intellectual, and cultural historians
 is Gross's ability to demystify what might normally be considered intricate
 and complicated about the law. Slave warranties could connect commercial
 codes, tortfeasors, and rules about hearsay evidence. Details such as these
 that some readers might otherwise find highly technical (e.g., civil law v.
 common law distinctions, monetary damages v. specific performance) are
 explained clearly-one need not be a legal historian to understand and
 appreciate this book.
 One method that Gross adopts to ease the reader into her narrative is the

 archetypal case. Chapter one describes not a specific trial, but an idealized,
 composite trial set in Adams County (home of free black diarist William
 Johnson) to help the reader become oriented to the step-by-step interactions
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 that would give rise to a slave warranties trial. She explains the cultural
 significance of attending court day and explicates the tangled web of inter-
 marriage and class solidarity that typified lawyers and judges of Natchez,
 Mississippi. One question raised by her account of their work and leisure is
 whether there exists only a singular legal culture--created and inhabited
 principally by lawyers and judges-or whether there might be multiple
 overlapping cultures that could meet in the courtroom but also exist outside
 the court's immediate context (pp. 26-9). Recent scholarship in colonial legal
 history suggests that regional, gendered, and ethnically formed legal cultures
 may intersect with the more familiar one constituted by lawyers and judges.6
 Some individuals actively avoided courtrooms altogether. Among profes-
 sional slave traders, their preference was to settle rather than litigate claims
 about a slave's abilities; smaller slave owners were more likely to be plaintiffs
 who typically sued men owning many more slaves than themselves (p. 34).
 Judges in this world had a strangely constricted role, capable of instructing
 the jury in limited ways, hemmed in by legislation that favored leaving
 judicial decisions largely in the hands of the local community (p. 38). Removed
 from the immediate courtroom by their legal inability to testify, slaves could
 still affect judicial outcomes through the information they gave to others (pp.
 66-8). However, Gross doubts whether most slaves made conscious efforts to

 manipulate their fates by forcing sellers and buyers into litigation through
 feigning illness or running away, the two leading causes of warranty cases (69
 percent of all cases in the study) (pp. 44, 162).
 It is Chapter Two that scholars of slavery may find most interesting. Here

 Gross discusses the close linkages she discerns between honor, dishonor, and
 commercial lawsuits. While historians like John Hope Franklin and sociolo-
 gists like Orlando Patterson demonstrated long ago that white honor required
 the reciprocal existence of black slavery and dishonor, Gross pushes their
 findings in new ways by considering the incredible litigiousness of white
 southerners.7 If they were so bent on honor, then what was happening in all
 those court cases? Duelling obviously did not settle all disputes. She takes
 issue with scholars like Edward Ayers who have contended that the culture of
 honor and law were essentially incompatible (p. 193n31). Similarly, Gross
 disagrees that honor was fundamentally incompatible with a thriving market
 economy. Although "[h]onor required the white Southerner to profess a
 certain distance from the marketplace, just as masters professed a distance
 from slave discipline" they engaged in both types of activities vigorously
 (p. 55). Among those she critiques are historian James Oakes for his distanc-
 ing of honor from capitalism in the antebellum South (pp. 52-3, 192n26).
 "Honor in the marketplace" did not make southerners more honest, but it did
 mean that they cared about how they appeared to others as they participated
 in commerce (p. 52). An argument that parallels this has been made by historian
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 Walter Johnson: through purchasing, slave buyers might enhance their
 reputation (effectively buying a more honorable standing with others) by
 "rescuing" slaves from the "clutches" of slave traders.8 Where Gross parts
 company from scholars like Johnson is in her interpretation of the moment of
 slave sale: where Johnson sees the moment as one filled with both personal
 loss and empowerment when slaves could refashion their identities, Gross
 primarily views the sale as the moment of lost honor, when slaves could be
 undressed and humiliated (pp. 51-2). The moment of sale also contained the
 seeds for the warranty suit, when slaves and promises about their conditions
 passed from seller to buyer. Gross convincingly argues that white southern
 honor was directly linked to jury service, litigation, and specifically the
 warranty suit: to claim that a slave had been sold under false pretenses was to
 call the seller a liar, one of the gravest insults possible (p. 54).

 The intertwined nature of black and white character and their doubled

 qualities are explored at length by Gross in Chapters Three and Four. Aspects
 of "good" and "bad" slave characters developed through white testimony
 into stereotypes, which eventually included medical experts. Doctors testified
 about a slave's propensity to run away using the race-science promoted by
 men like Samuel Cartwright, whose diagnosis of "drapetomania" (the disease
 of running away) became commonplace among doctors explaining why
 slaves were inclined to flee masters9 (pp. 85-7). Whether these medical
 symptoms could be considered habitual, or simply occasional, influenced
 juries in their perceptions about slave character. At warranty trials, sellers
 urged that a slave's character could be molded (a bad master might lead a
 slave astray), but buyers told stories about how the slave had an unchanging
 character (and hence, a bad slave would always be a bad slave) (pp. 80-2).
 Whether their behaviors were described as medical inevitabilities or as the

 result of character defects, the net effect of such testimony removed agency
 from bondsmen (p. 89). Lawyers, judges and white litigants constructed legal
 discourses that removed volition from slaves and reduced them to objects
 because to do otherwise was to permit slaves far too much influence over the
 outcome of trials. "Parties in court opened ... Pandora's box when they based
 their claims on slaves' moral qualities or volition as moral agents ... or when
 ... witnesses repeated slaves' own words. Judges, however, tried to shut the
 box by privileging accounts that emphasized slave behavior as a function of
 masters' character ... or medicalized slave vice into insanity or idiocy" (p. 96).

 Judges and lawyers typically worked to restrict descriptions of slave
 actions in ways that made slaves appear devoid of will, but to make the slave
 appear without will required telling a story about the character of masters. If
 the character of a slave was totally plastic and imitative, then a runaway slave
 effectively indicted a master's character as lax or ruthless. At all times, if a
 slave stood accused, then the behavior of the white master also went on trial.
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 Thus, identities of masters were constructed as clearly as those of slaves-the
 good master was a smart manager and a careful disciplinarian who de-
 manded enough, but not too much, from his slaves. "[J]udges emphasized
 particular strands of Southern ideology about slave management and mastery"
 and these ideas were neither exclusively paternalist nor capitalist (pp. 98-9).
 Rather, the idealized master fused elements of honor and profit in his
 character, and hence would not have made a good model for Eugene
 Genovese's precapitalist society (p. 101). The ideal master must have a
 legitimate system of plantation management and behave as a statesman, with
 detachment-to do less was to be reduced in the eyes of his neighbors, to
 suffer a loss of honor (p. 106). Gross also argues, contra Genovese, that
 specific legal rules (like caveat emptor) perfectly combined paternalist ideology
 within a capitalist society. Like Michael Tadman and Walter Johnson, Gross
 finds that paternalism and capitalism comfortably coexisted in the world of
 slave selling, with the useful symbiosis (a kindly master will reap greater
 profits from a well-cared-for slave) supporting the structure so long as owner
 and owned remained together.10 If a slave was rented or hired out, however,
 paternalism and capitalism frequently parted company, for the hirer "had far
 less economic incentive to treat the slave kindly" (p. 102).
 Aside from masters, the other key white actors in a slave warranty trial

 were medical experts who could testify about a slave's mental and physical
 condition, the subject of Chapter Five. The status of doctors increased during
 the nineteenth century as professional expertise became more accepted within
 courtrooms. While slaves themselves could not testify directly in warranty
 trials, their words and opinions frequently filtered into trial through what
 they told or showed doctors who inspected them (pp. 123-4). Through a series
 of legal fictions, slave words entered the courtroom via medical testimony-
 a masking of their agency and independent capacities. "By privileging the
 testimony of doctors, the courtroom heightened the tendency to 'medicalize'
 the discourse about blacks in Southern society," argues Gross, which in turn
 reduced slaves even more to the status of objects rather than subjects (p. 124).
 "Experts all tried to read slaves' bodies in court precisely because it was
 dangerous for slaves to speak for themselves" (p. 152). The very act of
 testifying could enhance a doctor's status within the community, even if he
 was only one of several doctors called to offer an opinion-in one case, no less
 than six doctors gave opinions about a slave's physical condition (p. 136). Of
 course, competing medical experts could be found by both buyer and seller to
 support or refute claims about a slave's character. With so many doctors in the
 courtroom, one wonders how juries and onlookers perceived conflicting
 expertise. A question raised by the presence of so many experts is whether
 their multiple descriptions might not create conflicting, competing descrip-
 tions of a slave that could only be resolved by an even closer scrutiny of what
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 a slave said or did. If the ultimate authority in a slave warranty case was the
 ability to read a slave's body or see into his character, the presence of so many
 experts in conflict with one another might have the effect of increasing the
 value placed upon the slave's indirect testimony even more. Whether mul-
 tiple and contradictory medical testimonies had any effect upon the construc-
 tion of the slave's identity, created more complex readings of a slave's
 character, or affected the many meanings of a master's character remains
 unexplored, however. One wonders how many cases actually involved the
 use of experts, and which cases had more than one expert testify.
 Gross's data is much stronger for Mississippi and Louisiana than for the

 other states included in this Deep South study. Louisiana accounted for half of
 the 503 cases that Gross considered at the appellate level, and her research of
 trial level cases in Adams County, Mississippi, is in-depth and well consid-
 ered.11 Although she argues that all five states in the study shared a common
 culture, economy, and planter ideology, one could object that the data
 contains a skew towards the Mississippi Delta: of the 324 trial and appellate
 slave warranty cases Gross examined, 195 of them came from Louisiana (pp.
 6, 163 table 5). While I don't think this is of such great significance so as to
 threaten the validity of her theses, other scholars might disagree. In particular,
 historians who have argued for the unique qualities of South Carolina or
 Mississippi cultures because of their black majorities (in South Carolina by
 the early eighteenth century and in Mississippi after 1850) might not readily
 generalize from the experience of a South Carolina courtroom into one
 situated in neighboring Georgia. The pathological fear that many white South
 Carolinians or Mississippians experienced because of their smaller numbers
 and relative isolation, outnumbered by their own slaves, may have warped
 the planter ideology they created (both in courtrooms and without) in ways
 that Gross's unified description for the whole Deep South does not predict.12
 Similarly, while Gross explains how slaves might dishonor whites by "pass-
 ing" for white, in South Carolina or Mississippi this issue could be reinter-
 preted not as a discussion of honor but one in which whites ultimately
 worried more about the threat that "passing" posed to their personal or
 psychic security (p. 67). Considered from another perspective, that Delta
 skew may have affected the outcome of trials at the appellate level. In Table 5,
 Gross shows that buyers won over 50 percent of the time in appeals in
 Louisiana and Mississippi (and Georgia too), but buyers won at a lower rate
 (40 percent) in South Carolina (p. 163). Was there a tendency among Gulf
 Coast appellate courts to protect buyers more readily, simply because the
 buyers were more likely to be local residents, while sellers might more
 typically be transient slave traders? Certainly this raises the question of
 whether the same kinds of stories about slave and master character might be
 told in Upper South courtrooms as opposed to Deep South ones.
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 Similarly, the construction of identity and mastery would have added
 meaning in communities composed primarily of newcomers, where individu-
 als might be asserting roles that might not be so malleable in long-settled,
 well-established communities. What I'm urging consideration of here is
 attention to the dates of thick settlement in the states under consideration-

 again, South Carolina and Louisiana had deeply rooted English, French, or
 Creole communities by the eighteenth century, while Alabama and to some
 degree Mississippi were recently settled by the descendants of Europeans and
 Africans in the early nineteenth century. How might that affect Gross's
 narrative? The need to assert a specific character as master may have been less
 compelling in places like Charleston-where everyone knew who a Manigault,
 Grimkd, or Calhoun was in 1830-than it was in the backcountry where white
 identities still needed to be better defined since everyone was a relative
 newcomer. I'm not arguing against the social construction or repeated
 performance of identity, but simply noting that white individuals from
 established families could well have approached courtrooms and perfor-
 mances in them much differently depending on where the courthouse was
 physically located. But these are relatively minor quibbles, not radical
 departures from the solid argument that Gross has constructed in Double
 Character.

 It is a pleasure to read a legal history that fuses hard statistical data to
 sophisticated intellectual and cultural history arguments, while maintaining
 the readability that allows non-lawyers access to the technical side of
 courtrooms. The marriage of these various elements is frequently not a happy
 one in legal histories (when it is even attempted). An even greater rarity is the
 scholar who so readily moves between the worlds of theory and narrative
 without sacrificing either one. That all these parts are packaged in a book with
 beautiful illustrations and a full bibliography (!) makes Double Character must
 reading for historians interested in southern ideology, the culture of trial
 performance, and the doubled worlds of slave and master.

 Sally E. Hadden, Assistant Professor of History and Law, Florida State
 University, is the author of Slave Patrols: Law and Violence in Virginia and the
 Carolinas (2001).

 1. William W. Fisher III, "Ideology and Imagery in the Law of Slavery," Chicago-Kent Law
 Review 68 (1993): 1051-1086.

 2. See Robert W. Gordon, "Critical Legal Histories," Stanford Law Review 36 (1984): 57-125.
 3. Clifford Geertz, Local Knowledge: Further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology (1983).
 4. Clifford, The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art

 (1988); Richard Wightman Fox, "Intimacy on Trial: Cultural Meanings of the Beecher-Tilton
 Affair" in The Power of Culture: Critical Essays in American History, ed. Richard Wightman Fox
 and T. J. Jackson Lears (1993), 103-132.
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 5. See, for example, Patricia Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights: Diary of a Law
 Professor (1991); Ian Haney-Lopez, White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race (1996);
 Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic, eds., Critical Race Theory: The Cutting Edge 2nd ed.
 (2000).

 6. See, for example, the essays in Christopher Tomlins and Bruce Mann, eds., The Many
 Legalities of Early America (2001): Holly Brewer, "Age of Reason? Children, Testimony, and
 Consent in Early America" (regional variation); Cornelia Dayton, "Was There a Calvinist
 Type of Patriarchy? New Haven Colony Reconsidered in the Early Modem Context"
 (gendered variation); and William Offutt, "The Limits of Authority: Courts, Ethnicity, and
 Gender in the Middle Colonies, 1670-1710" (variation based upon ethnicity) for examples of
 these multiple overlapping, and potentially conflicting, legal cultures. The papers derived
 from a conference of the same name held in November 1996.

 7. Franklin, The Militant South, 1800-1861 (1956); and Patterson, Slavery and Social Death: A
 Comparative Study (1982).

 8. Walter Johnson, Soul by Soul: Life Inside the Antebellum Slave Market (1999), 103-105.
 9. Gross's contention that historians have viewed Cartwright as a marginal thinker is

 perhaps wide of the mark. See Drew Faust, The Ideology of Slavery: Proslavery Thought in the
 Antebellum South, 1830-1860 (1981), introduction.

 10. Tadman, Speculators and Slaves: Masters, Traders, and Slaves in the Old South (1989);
 Johnson, Soul by Soul.

 11. One puzzle I have been unable to resolve is the apparently shifting number of
 warranty cases in the appendix. In Table 2, the number of warranty cases in the 5-state
 sample = 330, but in Tables 5 and 6, N is only 324.

 12. On fear in South Carolina, see Stephen Channing, Crisis of Fear: Secession in South
 Carolina (1970).
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